This paper proposes a data security solution in mobile cloud, which solves the security issues in the mobile client and cloud. The proposed solution also relieves the performance limitation of mobile client when executing security technologies. The analysis about the security, feasibility, compatibility and expansibility and the experiment suggests the proposed solution is rational.
Introduction
With the development of cloud computing and smart mobile device, people begin to store data in cloud and get data by mobile device. This usage model is known as mobile cloud computing. There are many data security risks [1] in cloud. For this problem, many security technologies are proposed, such as the searchable encryption [2, 3] , data deletion proving [4, 5] , provable data possession [6, 7] and trusted computing [8] . However, there is the performance limitation issue of mobile client when performing above technologies, affecting on user experience. The proxy based data security solutions solved the above performance limitation [9, 10] , because most of workloads in running these technologies will be migrate to the proxy, but the expansibility of these solutions and security in mobile client are not solved. This paper proposes a proxy based data security solution. The proxy is in a virtual machine which controlled by the mobile user and deployed in the cloud computing service. We provide the detail design and analysis of the solution. We assume that the security risks including: Mobile Client risk: the mobile users may install malware; result in the data leakage or tampering. The data may lost if the account stolen by the attacker.
Assumption

Solution Design
Basic Ideas
The basic ideas of the solution are as following:  Data Confidence: in the cloud, the data is encrypted with a searchable encryption mechanism which support ciphertext search but the encryption and decryption and the key management is under the control right of data owner. A store and the search enabled. Data is protected in transmission with a VPN technology(like SSL VPN)  Data Integrity：The data integrity check will be conducted regularly after being uploaded to the cloud. Considering the limited computing performance of client, the provable data possession scheme used, because the PDP scheme doesn't need to download the original data from the cloud.

Performance of Client: a security proxy entity is designed. The security proxy is a virtual machine deployed in cloud computing service. The proxy is response for performing work that belongs to the mobile client, including the data encryption, data decryption, data integrity verification and so on.  Security of Client: the client is enhanced by using the trusted computing technology, which can resist on executing the malware on mobile client. The trusted computing technology supports remote attestation of mobile client platform, which can be used by the security proxy for platform identity authentication. Figure 2 shows the system deployment; the mobile client link to the cloud storage service through the security proxy. The security proxy is a virtual machine on cloud computing service, which is different from the cloud storage service. The security proxy is managed by mobile user. With this deployment mode, the security proxy can migrate flexibly from one cloud to another. At the same time, the security proxy configuration can be adjusted according to user's needs. This architecture can improve the adaptability for different cloud storage service and different mobile client. Application components: refers to the cloud storage service components, which realize basic functions such as data upload, data download, data deletion, data query and so on.
System Deployment Model

Security components: including data integrity proving and ciphertext search. The data integrity proving is a tool used to prove that the data is integrity in cloud to the user .The ciphertext search component is used to ensure the confidentiality of data and provider query function of the encrypted data. 
System Flow
Solution Analysis
The solution can be analyzed from the security, feasibility, compatibility and expansibility as flowing:  Security  in the mobile client, the security service based on trusted computing can verify the integrity of cloud storage service client software and reject the tampered one to execution. The security service can also ensure the legitimacy of mobile platform, preventing the illegal user from connecting to the security proxy.

Feasibility

In the mobile client, the trusted computing technology has been widely deployed in mobile devices. At the same time, the mobile cloud storage service client application is in user mode, thus the maintain and update work are relatively easy  In cloud storage service, the security services are implemented using the web service standard, which is a mature technology and the ciphertext search technology and the data integrity verification technology are relatively mature scheme.
 the security proxy is deployed in the virtual machine, which is relatively mature application in cloud service market..

Compatibility
 the mobile client components are running in user space of operation system ,thus it is easy to migrate the components to different mobile platforms.
 the cloud storage security service components are implemented in standard web service and the modification to the cloud storage system was slight. thus, these services are convenient for migration to the other cloud storage service providers  the proxy is easy to migrate to other cloud platform as virtual machine image format is easy to convert into other virtual machine format of different virtualization platform.

Expansibility

in the mobile client, in addition to the remote platform authentication function ,other security functions can also explored based on the trusted computing services, such as mobile user's key storage, access control and so on  in the cloud storage service, cloud storage security service uses the standard web service to realize, therefore, it is ease to add the new security services, such as data deletion proving.
 the security proxy is hosted on a virtual machine cloud service, which is elastic extension and can configuration dynamic adjustment..
Emulation
The emulation environment: PC with configuration: CPU 3.2GHz , 4 cores, 4Gbit memory, Three virtual machines with the same configuration: CPU 3.2GHz, 4 cores,1Gbit memory, which are used for the simulation of mobile client, security proxy and the cloud storage server. The experiment are implemented with the open source software, including ftp4, Trouser [11] , TPM_emulator [12] cryptDB [13] , MySQL. See Table 1 . 
Security proxy components
(1) cloud storage service is build based on ftp4 open source software and cryptDB. The ftp4 software was used to realize the plaintext storage proxy. the front end of cryptDB implements the encrypted storage proxy. (2) the SSL is used to protecting the links among the mobile client, security proxy virtual machine and cloud storage service Cloud storage service component (1) The cloud storage service is emulated with MySQL(2) The data integrity service is build based on the idea of provable data possession from paper [6] . (3) the ciphertext search is implemented with the cryptDB.. Figure 5 shows the output when select data directly from the cloud storage service, Figure 6 shows the output of security proxy. With the solution, the administrator or cloud service provider is preventing from seeing the user's data without the decryption key. Figure 7 shows the delay of the data search with or without security proxy. The delay of data search with security proxy is longer than the one without security proxy. We argue that the delay variation is stable and not related to the client platform. Thus our solution can hold the user experiment by improving the SP only.
Figure 8. Broken Data Detection Probability
If the data volume is huge, it is hard to directly verify the integrity of all data. Thus, our solution use the integrity detection mechanism based on probability. Figure 8 indicates the relation between the probability of broken data detection 
